Hands that See, Eyes that Feel? Brain Study Reveals the
Mathematics of Identifying and Manipulating Objects
~ An international team of researchers demonstrates that our brain need only perform a few
lightning-fast statistical calculations to detect key properties of unknown objects ~
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NEW YORK — From a child snapping Legos together to a pickpocket plucking a wallet from
your bag, our brains have a remarkable ability to spot new objects and figure out how to
manipulate them. Scientists have long believed that the brain accomplishes this by
methodically interpreting visual and textural cues, such as an object’s edges or boundaries.
But a new study suggests that the human brain requires only a tiny bit of information, as well
as its previous experience, to calculate a complete mental representation of a new object.
These results help to explain the mental mathematics that enable us to easily know what a
novel object looks like simply by touching it, or the way an object feels from sight alone.
This study, led by researchers at Columbia University, the University of Cambridge and the
Central European University and reported in the journal eLife, illustrates the brain’s natural
power to learn quickly and generalize.
“Our brains’ ability to single out one object from many by touch — the way pickpockets use
their fingers to hone in on a wallet deep inside a purse — is a broadly used skill, and key to
our ability to interact with the world,” said Daniel Wolpert, PhD, a principal investigator at
Columbia’s Mortimer B. Zuckerman Mind Brain Behavior Institute and the study’s co-senior
author. “Our latest study exemplifies the brain’s knack for performing mathematics to infer an
object’s identity.”
Nearly 40 years ago, scientists trying to understand how we identify individual objects
proposed that the edges or boundaries of each item allow us to distinguish one object from
the next. But Dr. Wolpert and the research team hypothesized that this explanation did not
tell the whole story and was perhaps a smaller part of a much larger, more generalized
principle of how the brain infers properties about its surroundings.
“We wondered whether our brains could do more, with less,” said Máté Lengyel, PhD,
professor of computational neuroscience from the University of Cambridge, a research fellow
at the Central European University and one of the study’s senior authors. “Perhaps they don’t
need to acquire and analyze boundary information systematically in order to identify an

object, but can instead work out an object’s identity by performing clever statistical analyses
that also incorporate memories and experiences,”
These “clever statistical analyses,” Dr. Lengyel and his colleagues thought, could allow our
brains to not only immediately identify objects we’ve encountered before, but also predict key
properties of new objects we come across.
To test their object-identification hypothesis, the researchers developed a simple computer
game where players watched jigsaw-like puzzle pieces stuck together in various
combinations on a screen. Their task, which they generally did with ease, was to recognize
which combinations appeared together more frequently.
“The players’ brains were able to gather visual information about the pairs of puzzle pieces,
such as which pieces were most often found together, or which looked easiest to pull apart,”
said Dr. Wolpert, who is also a professor of neuroscience at Columbia’s Vagelos College of
Physicians and Surgeons.
A second set of participants was given similar scenes of puzzle pieces stuck together. But
instead of using their eyes to work out which pieces went together as a pair, they used their
sense of touch. Scientists call this form of identification haptic perception.
The players grasped two handles — mounted to a robotic contraption that controlled the
forces the player experienced when ripping apart different sets of puzzle pieces. Some
combinations were easy to pull apart; others, more difficult.
After providing visual or haptic information to each of the two groups of players, the research
team swapped the groups; the visual group now evaluated puzzle pieces using their sense of
touch, and the haptic group now used their sense of vision.
“Our results of this swap revealed players’ adeptness to take the knowledge they had learned
from one of the two modalities — either visual or haptic — and extrapolate to the other
modality,” said Dr. Lengyel.
These findings challenge the conventional view of how our brains extract and learn about our
environment. Even when faced with a minimal amount of source material — a small amount
of statistics about how often two objects appeared together, or how much force it took to pull
them apart — the human brain could make powerful inferences and connections.
“Our study shows that our brains are wondrously adept at generalizing from one modality,
such as vision, to another, such as touch,” said Dr. Wolpert. “This may be because our brains

have calculated a statistical understanding of how objects behave based on our previous
experiences. This study further reveals that the computations our brains perform are
sufficiently powerful for achieving a multitude of cognitive feats — whether it be picking
someone’s pocket or imagining the feel of a leather purse in a window display.”
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Columbia University’s Mortimer B. Zuckerman Mind Brain Behavior Institute brings together an
extraordinary group of world-class scientists and scholars to pursue the most urgent and exciting
challenge of our time: understanding the brain and mind. A deeper understanding of the brain
promises to transform human health and society. From effective treatments for disorders like
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, depression and autism to advances in fields as fundamental as computer
science, economics, law, the arts and social policy, the potential for humanity is staggering. To learn
more, visit: zuckermaninstitute.columbia.edu.

